En Pointe Security Services Offerings
Selection

Security product selection. En Pointe Security engineers will work with the customer to determine
organizational security requirements, review the current architecture, and document the selection
requirements for the appropriate security appliance.

Compliance

Regulatory compliance analysis. Organizations with regulated environments must perform a
compliance review on all significant changes to their security posture. Architectural changes such as
the introduction of new security appliance technology require a security compliance review. En
Pointe engineers will assess the impact of the security appliance technology on the security
infrastructure, update security testing procedures, run security tests, document the results, and
provide recommendations for continuing compliance with appropriate regulations.

Policy

Security policy review, development & refinement. As with any access control technology,
security appliances require both a rule set (see "tune") and an organizational policy that sets the
standards for the operation of the device. En Pointe engineers will review existing security policies
within the organization and provide recommendations for improvements or additions in policies that
dictate the important policy elements for a security technology: For example, enforcement of least
privilege and separation of duty; information security product audit procedures, and configuration
management of rule set changes.

Install

Installation & implementation. En Pointe security engineers will install and implement the security
appliance into the existing architecture.

Tune

Security tuning. Includes harding of operating systems upon which security software will sit as well
as the tuning of the security technology itself to best implement the security policy of the
organization.

Train

Product training. As with many information security devices, the security appliances come with a
complex set of rules and procedures. En Pointe security services will provide access to the
appropriate training for your new device.

Scan

Vulnerability scan. All organizations must ensure that their security posture is consistently
performing to the level required. The introduction of any new security device requires another look at
how well the security posture can withstand the latest attacks. En Pointe security engineers will
perform external scans of your system and provide results and recommendations for improving
security.

SRA

Security risk assessment. A vulnerability scan provides a test of the external interfaces against
known attacks but an organization’s assets are protected by a myriad of security controls. The
introduction of a new security device, such as an information security product, is a good time to take
a look at the overall security of the organization. En Pointe security engineers review the
administrative, physical, and technical controls in place, provide a risk measurement, and
recommendations for improving security.

Incident
Response

Security Incident Response. When organizations implement or improve security controls that have
detection and audit capabilities, they must also prepare for what to do when they detect evidence of a
security incident. En Pointe security engineers can be immediately available to assist in the initial
analysis of any security incident and dispatched to your site if required.
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En Pointe Compliance Offerings:
Product Installation / Training
Customized Client Security Workshops (i.e. Regulations – HIPPA, SOX, FISMA, GLBA etc.)
Project Planning
Audit Preparation & Support
Product Tuning
About En Pointe Technologies, Inc.
En Pointe Technologies, Inc. provides the Information Technology marketplace, including mid-market and
enterprise accounts, government agencies, and educational institutions nationwide, with computer
hardware, software, information security, and managed and professional services. En Pointe has the
flexibility to customize Information Technology services to fulfill the unique needs of each of its
customers.
En Pointe runs on SAP, Clarify™, and AccessPointe™ (an e-procurement application), proven and
dependable software applications, to support En Pointe’s broad customer base. Founded in 1993 and
headquartered in Los Angeles, En Pointe maintains an ISO 9001:2000 certified configuration center in
Ontario, California and is well represented in leading national markets throughout the United States. En
Pointe has the experience and the technology to help organizations simplify the management of their
information technology infrastructure.
For more information on Information Security offerings, contact Randy Everett, Senior Account Executive at 866457-1381 or via email reverett@enpointe.com .
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